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Editorial Note
On behalf of the Board of the Journal of Environmental Analytical
Chemistry
(https://www.hilarispublisher.com/environmental-analyticalchemistry/editorial-board.html) and my co-editors, I am glad to present the
Volume 7, Issue 3 of the journal. The journal established in the year 2014
has now published 27 issues; four issues in a year, including special issues.
To release the issue main thing we want is articles. To write an article
there are some points to be noticed. Your audience is critical when producing
any piece of content you intend to market. A bit of demographical research
will go a long way toward achieving this goal. For example, if your target
market consists of the 45-and-over age group, using modern terms that don’t
appeal to them won’t do much to help you gain traction. Understand your
audience and who you are writing for before you craft your newsworthy
release.
Journal indexing: The journal has indexed in Open J Gate, Directory of
Research Journal Indexing (DRJI), EBSCO A-Z, OCLC- WorldCat,
Scholarsteerand also Geneva Foundation for Medical Education and
Research.
Average download per article is increasing and on an average there are
minimum 10 downloads per paper. We could reach this stage through the
constant support of Board Members and intellectual generosity of the readers
and contributors (authors and reviewers). One of the objectives of this journal
is to encourage publication from different streams of research that helps to
enrich further the discourse on Scientometrics.

Readers can particularly notice progress made in this direction through
the Book Reviews which is emerging as an important section of this journal.
We take this opportunity to thank the authors/publishers for sending their
books for review and excellent book review by authors. Book review is now
being handled by Dr.Neil Fitzgerald, one of the Editor of this journal. We are
expanding our editorial board for addressing the gaps and further enriching
this journal.
I am glad that Prof. Mohamed Abdel-Rehim is joining as one of the Editor
of this journal. Her brief profile is enclosed. I am sure with his efforts the
journal will be able to strengthen the links between scientometrics and others
streams within STS (science, technology, society) studies. The below
mentioned are few of our Editorial team member of Journal of Environmental
Analytical Chemistry. ArtursViksna, ShanthiKuppusamy, Anton Amann,
Mohammed A. Kassem, R.K. Singhal, MoinuddinSarker, SaugataDatta,
Salman M.H. Saadeh, HazemMohamed Abed Al-Hameed Abu Shawish,
Ahmed M Youssef, Muhammad Irfan, James W. DuMond Jr, William Maher
Nelson, ShariatMobasser, Nora Fung Yee Tam, Falah H. Hussein,
SuvardhanKanchi, Peggy Pik Kwan Lo, Haider A. Khwaja,
VisnjaGaurinaSrcek, Takashi Azuma, Dr. Dong Sijun, Dr. Augustine Quek Tai
Yong, Dr. FatihDeniz.
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